
Year 6 Home Learning 6th July Task 2  

It was lovely to see so many more of our Year 6 children in school this week- working  well on their 

exciting Leavers’ tasks and preparing so diligently for starting secondary in September – well done to 

you all!  

We are also thinking about the children who are continuing to work so hard at home – keep up the 

good work! You are always in our thoughts. 

Here is your second set of tasks to be completed for Home Learning this week: 
Independent Reading: 
Read your own book for 20 minutes. 
 
Vocabulary extension:  More about homophones  
Homophones are pairs of words that sound the same but are spelt differently and have a different 
meaning . 

 Copy and complete the table of homophones   below – Look up any you don’t know on the 
internet or ask an adult to help if you are unsure( the first one has been done to start you off)   

Homophone 1 Homophone 2 

dye die 

fore  

 prey 

seam  

stare  

 weight 

waist  

 
 

Short Writing Challenge :   

Imagine you are an inventor.( Although sometimes your ideas may be a little crazy and unusual ) 

 What would you invent and why ? 

  
A robot to do your homework? A hover board to avoid traffic jams? Or something else/Your 

own idea … 

 Write a paragraph to describe your invention  



 Draw a diagram of your invention and label the interesting features  

 

 

 

Maths: angles in polygons  : 
Well done at completing the work on angles in quadrilaterals  ( Task 1) This is a great topic to help 
you to prepare for the Maths lessons when you start the Year 7 syllabus at secondary school . 
 
Today’s task on angles in polygons is an important topic for Year 7 work and will give to confidence 
to zoom to the top of the class in Maths. 
 
Watch the video clip to help you understand what to do: 
  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxnn4qt/video 
 

 Now complete the attached worksheet on Solving  angles in polygons   

 Check your answers to see how well you did with this Year 7 Maths work(attached sheet ) 

  
 

English: 
Paired reading  :”The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas” Chapter 12 “ Shmuel Thinks of an Answer to 
Bruno’s Question“  

 Take turns to read aloud with a parent or older sibling chapter 12 ( pg126-133) 

 Now answer the following questions on Chapter 12 
 

 Write your answers in your book or type them on the computer:  
This Chapter is about Shmuel telling Bruno about his experiences. 

 
 

1. What job did Shmuel’s father do before the family were taken to the camp ? 
2. What special gift did Shmuel’s father give him that the soldiers took from him ? 
3. Bruno and Shumel said that their family members wore arm bands with different symbols on 

them .Draw a sketch of the different symbols worn by a) Shmuel’s family b) Bruno’s father 
on his uniform . What did the symbols represent ? 

4. Look on pg128 . Did shmuel like moving to the other side of “Cracow”? Explain your answer. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxnn4qt/video


5. Both boys travelled by train to “Outwith”.Compare and contrast Shmuel and Bruno’s train 
journey there. 

6. On page 131 Shmuel tells Bruno that there are hundreds of boys on his side of the fence ,but 
....”We don’t play.” Why do you think Shmuel could not play with these boys? 

7. At the end of the chapter ,Bruno decides that it would be a bad idea to tell Gretel and his 
mother about Shmuel , his new friend . Why do you think he mde this decision ?  

   
 
 
Science :The life cycle of Flowering Plants  

 
 
In Secondary School your Science lessons are split into Biology,Chemistry and Physics. 
Understanding The Life Cyle of plants is a good grounding for  Biology lessons: 
 
Here is a video to help your knowledge GROW 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgqyrdm 
 
Read the attached powerpoint on The Life Cycle of Flowering Plants  
How many key words can you spot ? 
 
Your Task  

 Look at the posters on the life cycle of plants . NO NEED TO PRINT  

 Choose ONE of the posters to WRITE an SHORT EXPLANATION about EACH STAGE of the 
PLANT’s LIFE CYCLE  

 
 
 
 
  
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgqyrdm

